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AASU students prepare to participate in gubernatorial election .
By F. Reese Shellman III
Copy Editor
copy.iiikwell(S)gmail.com

With the Georgia 2010
gubernatorial election clos
ing in, students are prepar
ing to select their candi
date of choice. Republican
Nathan Deal, Democrat
Roy Barnes and Libertar
ian John Monds are run
ning against one another
in a race that has been all
about the economy and the
candidates' past cai-eers.
The election on Nov. 2 is
still up in the air. The At
lanta Journal-Constitution
published poll results on
Oct. 26 that found Nathan
Deal leading with 49 per
cent, followed by Barnes
with 39 percent and
Monds with eight percent.
If no candidate garners 50
percent of the vote Nov.
2, Georgia law mandates
a run-off election be held
between the two leading
candidates.
Traci Holton, a freshman
from Liberty County, said
that jobs are the issue that
will determine her vote.
"There need to be more
jobs available."
Holton said she works for
the Liberty County Cham
ber of Commerce, so jobs
are a major concern for
her. She mentioned how
citizens that take the Work
Ready exam, a part of a pro
gram created by Georgia's

Crime Blotter
Student reports
attempted forced
entry
By Kristen Powell
Senior News Reporter

UPD Officer Tony Johnson
said that while he was on
patrol Oct. 19, a student
told him someone had
attempted to force himself
into her apartment at
approximately 1 a.m., Oct.
18. Johnson said he told
the student to file a report
with the police, which she
did that evening.
According to the police
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SGA discusses
upcoming
community service
By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

On Monday, Oct. 25, the
Student Government Asso
ciation discussed upcoming
community service opportu
nities they plan to take part
in. The SGA issued an itiner
ary to all of its senators and
officers for upcoming com
munity service dates that
they plan to participate in.
The first opportunity dis
cussed is the next Ameri
can Red Cross blood drive,
which is scheduled to take
place Feb. 8, 2011. The re
cent blood drive exceeded
the group's goal of 51 units
of blood, with a total of 56
units collected and over
80 students participating.
The goal for the next blood
drive is to acquire 65 units
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current governor, Sonny
Purdue, and the Georgia
Chamber of Commerce to
spur economic growth, but
applicants often find the
jobs are scarcer than ad
vertised.
The economy is the driv
ing a lot of students' choic
es this political season.
According to the Georgia
Department of Labor's
website, the state unem
ployment rate is at 10 per
cent, almost half a percent
above the national aver
age. This does not account
for the underemployed, a
group that often contains
college students and is al
most impossible to mea
sure.
Oscar Crosby, the for
mer secretary of the AASU
College Libertarians, said
that the blue-collar vote
is sure to determine the
election. He also said that
he thought the Tea Party
was likely to play a large
role in bringing out voters.
The self-proclaimed grass
roots movement had dis
placed several incumbents
during the primaries in
other states, but its influ
ence in Georgia has been
questionable since the Sar
ah Palin-endorsed Karen
Handel lost to Newt Gin
grich-backed Nathan Deal
in the primaries, showing
that establishment Repub
licans might have an edge.
Nonetheless, the Tea

To see a list of all official
candidates appearing on ballots
Nov. 2, as well as to register to
vote and locate polling precincts,
visit the Secretary of State's web
site at sos.ga.gov and click on the
elections tab.
For further information about
voting in Chatham County, or
to report any polling problems
on Nov. 2, contact the Chatham
County Board of Elections at
912-201-4375, or visit
elections.chathamcounty.org
and click on the 2010 Elections
tab at the bottom of the page.
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Photos CQurtesy Jackson Ivansco, Atlanta Journal-Constitution and MC
Democrat Roy Barnes, governor of Georgia from 1999-2003, and Republican Nathan Deal, a f ormer U.S. con
gressman for Georgia's 10th District, are the two leading contenders in the 2010 race for governor. Also in the
running is Libertarian John Monds, not pictured, who serves on the Libertarian Party's state executive commit
tee.

Party's presence is indubi
table.
"It's not about which way
they swing," Crosby said.
"It's that they've created a
thirst for knowledge of our
Constitution in what has
been a politically inactive
demographic."
Crosby also said that the
focus of the Tea Party is
often raw and unrefined,
but that they are the senti
ments of people concerned
about their government.
Not all students are con
cerned about the state.
government. Skeptical stu
dent John Polites directly
denied the concerns that

Crosby mentioned.
"Everything's fine," he
said. "People need to stop
worrying about it."
Nevertheless, tensions
run high during this elec
tion season, along with the
growing problems in the
Georgia state budget.
According to the Georgia
Budget and Policy Insti
tute, a non-profit thinktank, Georgia faces a $500
million budget shortfall for
next fiscal year. Since this
effects the budget short
falls of Georgia's univer
sity system, it will affect
students immensely.
Not all students see it as

an issue of money.
Chris Campbell said that
he sees the election as es
sentially an issue of politi
cal parties.
"Really, there is no shin
ing quality that separates
them
as
individuals,"
Campbell said.
He said he believes that
sentiment against Demo
crats will carry Deal to of
fice. "My gut feeling, even
in spite of Deal's flaws, is
that Georgia will not want
to vote Democratic and will
pull the lever for Deal."
Despite ethics investi-

Major 2010 statewide races

Lieutenant Governor
Casey Cagle (R), incumbent
Carol Porter (D)
Dan Barber (L)

Insurance Commissioner
Ralph T.Hudgens (R)
Mary Squires (D)
Shane Bruce (L)

Secretary of State
Brian Kemp (R), incumbent
Georganna Sinkfield (D)
David Chastain (L)

Agriculture Commissioner
Gary W. Black (R)
J.B. Powell (D)
Kevin Cherry (L)

Attorney General
Sam Olens (R)
Ken Hodges (D)
Don Smart (L)

Labor Commissioner
Mark Butler (R)
Darryl Hicks (D)
Will Costa (L)

State School Superintendent
John D. Barge (R)
Joe Martin (D)
Kira Griffiths Willis (L)

For in-depth candidate profiles,
visit savannahnow.com/elections.

U.S. Senate
Johnny Isakson (R), incumbent
Michael Thurmond (D)
Chuck Donovan (L)
Governor
Nathan Deal (R)
Roy Barnes (D)
John Monds (L)
U.S. House
District 1
Jack Kingston (R), incumbent
Oscar L. Harris II (D)
District 12
Ray McKinney (R)
John Barrow (D), incumbent
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AASU students prepare to enter workforce at Career Fair
By Lauren Griffin
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmail.com

On Oct. 26 students gath
ered in the Savannah Ball
room in the Student Union.
Many students toted fold
ers with their resumes,
while others perused the
many tables timidly. These
students were all partici
pants in Career Services'
Fall Career Fair.
Each year Career Servic
es hosts two career fairs,
one in the fall and one in
the spring. The fair invites
employers from the Savan
nah area and beyond who
are seeking college gradu
ates for entry-level fulltime jobs.
Liz Wilson, assistant di
rector of Career Services,
said the Career Fair is a
great opportunity for stu
dents to meet and talk to
potential employers.
"It offers students the
opportunity to meet with
employers face to face,"

79,

Photo by Andrea Cervone
AASU students survey some of the 44 prospective employers on Oct. 26
in the Savannah Ballroom at the Fall Career Fair.

Wilson said.
Representatives from 44
organizations spread liter
ature and various goodies,
from candy to pens and ev
erything in between, from
their corporations to entice
students to their tables.
Dottie Canterino, a mar
keting and promotions di
rector from Adventure Ra
dio Group, spoke highly of
AASU's Career Fair.
"Frankly, this career fair

has been wonderful. It is
the best one I've been to,"
Wilson said.
Wilson also commented
that having a career fair
at AASU was an excellent
idea, as it gave students the
chance to talk to employers
in an enyironment that is
familiar to them.
The Career Fair gave stu
dents the opportunity to
speak to prospective em
ployers, hand out their re

sumes and gain references
for future jobs.
"Students have the op
portunity to make con
tacts. A lot of folks will
refer you, and you can use
their names as references
on your application," Wil
son said.
Prospective
employers
eagerly answered students'
questions about employ
ment, interviewing and
creating polished resumes.
Leigh Varnadoe, a re
cruiter for Aaron's Inc.,
offered some advice to
students on making their
resumes attractive to busi
nesses.
"When I look at a resume,
if someone has worked
their way through school,
that makes them a better
candidate," Varnadoe said.
Sylvia Elder, a teacher
recruiter for Charlottes
ville City Schools in Vir
ginia, offered some advice
for future educators.
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attributed to Elizabeth DeRoche.
The column was written by Warren
Arbury.

Campus Briefs
'Meet the Team'Night

"Meet the Team" Night will kick
off the upcoming Pirate's men
and women's basketball seasons.
Come to the Alumni Arena at
6 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 4, to
meet the players and coaches
of the teams. Watch the teams
scrimmage, participate in drills,
enjoy fun and games and support
your fellow AASU students.
Fidel Castro's daughter to
participate in International
Week

Fidel Castro's daughter,
Alina Fernandez, will be the
keynote speaker during the
2010 International Week at
AASU. Fernandez will speak at
3 p.m., Sunday, Nov. 7, in the
Residential Plaza of the Student
Union. All International Week
events are free and will be
held on campus. The public is
welcome.
Fernandez will share her
first-person account of growing
up in Cuba as one of Castro's
daughters during the 1960s. A
toddler when Castro overthrew
the Batista government in 1959,
her story is a personal account
that includes the people of
Cuba she has known over the
last four decades, anecdotes of
Cuban politics and society and a
detailed view of her father.
In 1993, Fernandez fled Cuba to
come to the United States. She is
the author of "Castro's Daughter:
An Exile's Memoir of Cuba."

important spring deadlines

Nov. 1: Advising for the spring
semester begins.
Nov. 3: Registration for
the spring semester begins.
Students can check registration
times on their SHIP accounts.
Students should check for and
resolve any holds before their
registration time.
Nov. 18-29: System is
scheduled to be down for a
major upgrade.
Dec. 14: Fee payment deadline.
Dec. 15: Cancellation of spring
registration for non-payment.
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Oct. 29: CUB meeting, noon, Savannah Ballroom

'

Oct. 29: Faculty Lecture Series: The German Socialstaat Revisited: A System in Turmoil by Thomas Howard,
12:10 p.m., University Hall 156

Campus

Nov. 1: SGA meeting, noon, Savannah Ballroom A

Financial aid forum dishes out answers
By Juliannette Vega

correctly so that when the
government
audits
the
The Student Government paperwork, verification would
Association held a financial hardly be a question."
aid forum on Oct. 21, o pen
The forum continued with
to all AASU students. The questions for the Bursar's
forum consisted of a panel of' office. Jessica Davis from
AASU f aculty and staff that the Bursar's Office an swered
could answer questions about questions students had.
financial aid and student
Q: "How do I know when
accounts. The forum began at financial is posted?"
7 p.m. and lured students in
* A: "Always refer to your
with pizza and soda.
SHIP account, under 'What
The discussion began with I Owe,' to view what is newly
questions for the Office of posted."
Financial Aid. Leeann
Q: "What payments are
Kirkland, the director of accepted for outstanding
Financial Aid, was on the dues?"
panel to answer questions
A: "Cash, checks and money
that are frequently asked by orders are accepted in the
students.
Bursars Office. If you decide to
Kirkland said, "Financial pay online, credit cards except
aid is a tedious process. Visa can be charged." The
We get crunched each year third topic of disc ussion was
with those who wait till the aimed at housing on campus.
deadline to turn in financial Suzanne Welch from Campus
aid documents. The earlier Housing was on the panel to
we can process documents, answer any concerns.
the more sufficient the
Q: "Eviction notices seem
financial aid office can work harsh for a college student.
with posting information on Why post them?"
SHIP."
A: "Eviction notices are the
The discussion began with last resort. Just like all other
questions about financial aid aspects of fina ncial aid, your
requirements.
dues must be paid before
Q; "Why does verification the deadline. It may seem
happen? And how come it harsh. However, we contact
happens repeatedly to some students and try to settle the
students?"
outstanding payment before
A: "That isdue toapplications ever decidingto evictsomeone
missing information. Because from housing."
the forms are long, strenuous
Q: "Can housing be paid
and are hard to comprehend, through installments?"
the Financial Aid office
A: "No. Housing must be
welcomes students to come paid in full prior to the first
and apply for Financial Aid. day of class."
The Financial Aid counselors
Q: "What if I have problems
can help with going over while housed on campus?
the forms and filling them Who can I talk to?"

A: "Go to yourdirect resident
advisor. Out of 45 employees
for Campus Housing, we have
42 that live on campus. Feel
free to talkto them at any time
about any housing issue."
With a new dining facility
on campus, some students
have concerns about meal
plans. Rebecca Borst from
Dining Services eased some
concerns.
Q: "Why are we having to
waste a meal from our plan
when some of us don't eat an
entire meal in the cafeteria?
A: "In your meal plan, you can
opt for flexfunds to be added.
Those funds can be used
through the other campus
stores for quick items."
Q: "Why do \ye have to pay
for a take-out box?" A: "Due
to sustainable dining, we are
trying to offset costs of the
biodegradable products that
we have."
Q: "What are the plans for
the old MCC?"
A: "Not hing is set in stone
yet. However, we would like
to see the MCC as retail and
lounge area for students.
Maybe a couple of couches,
a game area with pool tables.
We plan on moving Quizno's
from University Hall into the
MCC, as well as having World
of Wings as part of th e retail
space."
The forum continued with
issues about the Pirate Card.
Greg Surrette from Card
Services was present to
answer questions. Surrette
stressed the importance of
not losing your card.
Q: "How can I replace my
Pirate Card?"

A: "If it's stolen, report it
to the campus police and
retrieve a copy of the report
when filingfor a newone. Also
log into your account, using
the login page on the campus
web-site. Freeze your card
like you would normally for a
stolen credit card. Otherwise,
for damaged, broken cards,
come by and purchase a new
one."
Q: "What are the Pharos
Cash for?"
A: "That money is simply
for printing. The $8.80
every semester is disbursed
to each student for printing
services around campus."
From graduate services, Jill
Bell answered any questions
about graduate programs.
Q: "When are the deadlines
due for grad students?"
A: "The deadlines for
undergrads are the same for
grads. The Pell Grant does
not apply to grads however."
Q:
"Does
Graduate
Assistantship affect financial
aid?"
A: "Yes. For this program,
all grads must carry health
insurance and have all their
tuition paid for.Acceptance to
this program may take away
from the amount of financial
aid applied for.
The forum concluded with
a quote from each faculty on
the panel.
"The squeaky wheel always
gets the grease. Weare here to
serve you. Let us know what
makes you happy," Rebecca
Borst said.

Voices on Campus

Where we ask
you what you think.

| Reported by Andrea Cervone
I Photography Editor
photo.inkwell@gmail.com

"Do you think if s important for students to be informed about
political candidates?"

"Yeah, because if you don't know "Yes, because students are of age to
what somebody stands for you vote and need to have a say in who
won't know how they will run
controls the government."
things."
Laura Sullivan, rehabilitation
Ashley Brost, pre-nursing
sciences
sophomore

"I guess, because you've got
to vote at some point"
Sean Maddy, undecided
freshman

"I don't really have an opinion."
Thomas Capocasal
post -secondary ernrollment

com

Celebrate invokes school spirit
By Elizabeth A. DeRoche

The sound of music and
laughter welcomed students
to the Student Union lawn to
come celebrate their univer
sity on Ocf. 20. Excitement
filled the atmosphere on the
sunny October afternoon, as
students walked around en
joying the booths, inflatables,
a rock wall and a bull ride.
WTOC News anch or Sonny
Dixon, mas ter of cerem onies,
started off the event by ex
plaining that AASU is family.
"My daughter is a graduate
of AASU, so I'm a part of your
family," Dixon said.
Dixon screamed for Pirate
spirit as he introduced the
AASU cheerleaders to kickoff
the festivities.
There were over 70 booths
this year, LaKara Simmons,
chair of the ,Celebrate commit
tee, said.
Freshman Christy Wostbrock thought this was im
portant and was thankful for a
break to learn about the many
organizations AASU has to of

Photo by Hank Sharpe/AASU Marketing and Communication:
AASU stu dents partake in fun and games at AASU Day on Wednesday, October 20.

fer.
"It is neat because it helps
you become aware of all the
organizations AASU has,"
Wosbrock said. "I like it be
cause it's a nice break from
classes."
Many organizations sold
food to raise funds for their
groups, but some organiza
tions presented more creative
fund-raisers. Members of th e

Physical Therapy program
gave one-minute messages
for $1, and members from the
French, Club took students
pictures with their head in a
guillotine for $1.
Somethings werefree. Mem
bers from Baptist Collegiate
Ministry gave out free cotton
candy, and the AASU Alumni
Association offered free barbeque, baked beans, coleslaw

OCTOBER 30-N0VEMBER 6
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and sweet tea. Members from
AASU's Army ROTC offered
students free tickets to ride a
go-cart during the event.
Some things werefor special
causes. The Tri Sigma soror
ity had a kissing booth, which
was very popular. All proceeds
from their fund-raiser will go
to their national philanthropy,
the Robbie Page Memorial.
Whitney Maxwell, Eta Rho

chapter vice president, said
she looksforward to their kiss
ing booth.
"It's our favorite thing to
do," Maxwell sa id. "We do it
every year."
Students waited in long
lines for their free T-shirt and
free hot dog. There was also
free soda. Student fees pay for
Celebrate The event was allo
cated $21,000 this year, Sim
mons said.
"We a re under budget this
year, and the money that was
not spent will probably be
used for homecoming," Sim
mons said.
Senior Ben Murray was not
able to get his free hot dog.
The lines were too long, 'Mur
ray said.
"They need more hot doglo
cations," Murray said.
Senior Jason Ussery, per
cussion major, took advantage
of Celebrate after practicing all
morning.
"It's a good excuse for a

Check out the back page to s
coverage of AASU Day.

break," Ussery said.
Junior Salina Guzman
thinks the whole day should
be a break. She had a test at
3 p.m. in the middle of all th e
festivities.
"All classes should be can
celled on AASU Day," Guzman
said.
Class of 1942 graduate from
Armstrong Junior College
Herbie Griffin attended the
event. He helped at the AASU
Alumni Association booth and
was thrilled to see the stu
dents' involvement.
"Armstrong has always
meant a lot for me," he said.
He encouraged students to
become a part of the AASU
Alumni Association after they
graduate to help continue
events like Celebrate.
"Make Armstrong your sec
ond home," Griffin said. "After
you graduate, it needs your
support."
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The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be
signed. E-mail your submission to chief.inkwell@gmail.com.
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

Lack of participation victimizes those who don't vote
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The Inkwell Editorial Board

It was little more than a
month ago that Afghani citi
zens - amid threats of violent
repercussion - headed to the
polls in their war-torn coun-,
try. Despite dozens of ro cket
attacks, they cast their ballots
for parliament. Eleven civil
ians were killed for exercising
this most basic democratic
right. Three police officers
were killed defending that
right. These people died to
vote.
There's an election in our
country Nov. 2, but it's safe
to say about half of AASU's
traditional students -bogged
with homework and plugged
into their iPods - could care
less.
Inkwell editorial staff con
ducted a random sample of
50 AASU s tudents aged 1824. Sixteen students said they
voted in 2008 and planned
to vote again Nov. 2. Twelve
students said they planned to
vote Nov. 2 but didn't vote in
2008 - nearly all were under
18 two years ago. Nine stu
dents said they didn't vote
in 2008 and weren't going to
vote this year either and two
students who voted in 2008
were still undecided about
Nov. 2.
Eleven students said they
voted in 2008 but weren't go
ing to vote Nov. 2.
Most of them said they
voted in 2008 because it was
historic. Three said midterm
elections didn't matter and,
surprisingly, one student

•

claimed to be unaware mid
term elections existed.
Some students said they
aren't going to vote this year
because they're registered
out of s tate or in a different
part of Georgia.
Why such a big deal? It's
not like it's a presidential
election. Some students
have told The Inkwell staff
that real change only comes
in presidential elections, so
there certainly isn't any rea
son to pay attention to the
governorship.
' So, there's a budget short
fall. Atlanta has no water.
Georgia's trauma care system
is non-existent. We have an
enormous trade imbalance,
and we are a state that prides
itself on its port system.
What's a concerned citizen to
do?
We could let chance take
the reins and drift aimlessly
on a sea of other people's am
bitions.
Alternatively, we - as rel
atively well-educated and
hopefully responsible indi
viduals - could vote.
If this were a dystopian
world, we wouldn't have a
voice. We would be at the
mercy of the elements. Think
Roy Barnes is likely to doom
the state? Too bad. Worried
that Nathan Deal is crooked?
Tough luck. You wouldn't be
able to do anything about it.
But the power of the vote is
essentially the ability to check
government problems at the
door. In a representative de
mocracy, the social contract

ByNealGabler
Los Angeles Times
MCT

11935 Abercorn Street 1 Savannah, Georgia 31419-1997
www.theinkweilonline.com
(912) 344-3252

Americans like to think of
themselves as bold. It was
boldness that gave birth to the
country, built it, protected it
from external threat and res
cued it intimes of domestic tur
bulence. Americans are proud
of dreaming big and taking big
chances, and as faras individu
al feats go, it may be true.
Bui the larger truth is that,
foreign military adventurism
aside, the American govern
ment hasn't really acted boldly
since the days of Franklin D.
Roosevelt's New Deal and
Lyndon Johnson's Great Soci
ety. Americans talk a lot about
change during elections, but
they recoil from action once the
election is over. An economic
stimulus? Make sure it is a
small one. Health care reform?
Half measures. Climate change
legislation? No action at all.We
blame politics, deficits and bad
leadership, when perhaps we
should beblaming our national
genes.
When the United States was
founded, its leadership class
was more or less equally di
vided between Federalists who
believed in a vigorous national
government and Republicans
who emphasized decentral
ization. The former looked
toward shaping an expanding
nation in a changing world.
The latter looked toward con
serving a pastoral way of life
that the changingworld threat
ened. Thus action and inac
tion, change and conservation
were posited as twosides of the
American enterprise.
Throughout the19th century,
during America's adolescence,
the country vacillated between
these poles. The Whigs and
their successors, th e Republi
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source, has been declared
off-limits by virtue of fed
eral ownership. Alabama and
Florida are bickering against
Georgia for water rights. If
something isn't done, and At
lanta continues to grow at its
current rate, the water short
age could be disastrous. The
governor of the state of Geor
gia, not the president of the
United States, determines
how this problem is solved.
Which candidate do you trust
to find water to prevent mil
lions from going thirsty dur
ing water rationing? If you
aren't sure, or were ignorant
of the problem, then it's hard
to complain later that you are
excused from responsibility
in the issue when you don't
vote.
Currently, all of Georgia's
13 congressional districts are
up for grabs on top of Se na

tor Johnny Isakson's seat.
That is alot of sway to be held
or captured that affects the
way the nation passes laws.
On the state side, three state
commissioners, the state
school superintendent, the
state attorney general and
the secretary of state all are
open seats. The governor and
lieutenant governor offices
are enormous prizes for some
candidate to capture.
So it isn't a presidential
election, but there's a lot of
power floating around those
positions - power that can
change the status quo.
These are the positions that
keep this state going, making
its laws and governing its in
teractions with the rest of the
nation.
Voting is almost legislat
ing.
Also up for referendum

this election is Amendment
Four of the Georgia Consti
tution. Lawmakers, in order
to change the Constitution of
the State of Georgia, pull the
decision out from under the
gold dome and hand them to
the people. The amendment
will affect the way the state
interacts with utility compa
nies in an attempt to create
jobs and energy efficiency.
Want to go green? Have
you done your homework on
Amendment Four?
Voting in 2008 may have
been historic, but in real
ity, it doesn't change all that
much. What happens here in
now in each and every one of
our lives is decided within the
state of Geor gia. As a matter
of fa ct, it will be decided on
Nov. 2.

cans, were the proponents of
boldness - forming a national
bank, a national university, a
national rail system, a home
stead act - chiefly as a way to
facilitate mercantile interests.
The Democrats, descended
from Thomas Jefferson's old
Republicans, remained wary.
By th e early 20th century,
the roles had been largely re
versed, at least at the national
level. It was the Democrats,
infused with energy from
populism, progressivism and
a general mistrust of big busi
ness, who proposed new initia
tives. The Republicans - with
the exception that proves the
rule, Teddy Roosevelt - advo
cated maintaining the status
quo. Eventually there emerged
a governing pattern - forward,
stand pat, forward, stand pat
- with Democrats generally
doing the moving forward and
Republicans immobile.
But even this overstates the
case for governmental bold
ness.
Republicans became Ameri
ca's default party as earlyas the
1890s. Since then, Democrats
have only been elected to the
presidency wh en Republicans
screwed up: Taft by dividing
his party, Hoover with his De
pression, Eisenhower with his
recession, Nixon with Water
gate, George H.W. Bush with
his recession and George W.
Bush with practically every
thing. Democrats are tapped to
ride to the rescue, but this has
largely been m ore a matter of
throwing out the rascals than
of empowering action.
The two 20th century excep
tions have been FDR and LBJ.
The New Deal and the Great
Society were bold, progres
sive movements, but they were
achieved only as a result of di
saster - in the first case, a con

vulsive Depression; in the sec
ond, the assassination of JFK.
Americans wanted action.
They'd ask questions later.
So why hasn't the Great Re
cession, ano ther deep convul
sion, created an equal ciy for
government activism? The
need for the Democratic cav
alry to clean up the Republican
mess could hardly seem clear
er. And that was precisely why
Barack Obama was elected: to
act boldly. But no sooner did
he enter office than the old
chants of fearfulness reverber
ated across the. country: An
economic rescue would only
ratchet up the deficit; regula
tion of Wall S treet would de 
stroy Wall Street; health care
reform would result in social
ism.
What happened to our re
solve? Nothing really. Ameri
cans just revertedto form.
It's easy to blame Republi
cans and their long, relentless
campaign asserting that any
action besides cutting taxes is
dangerous, and one wouldn't
be entirely wrong to do so.
Rank-and-file Democrats, af
ter all, still tell pollsters they
would opt for a bolder stimu
lus package an d more exten
sive health care reform. One
could also blame demographic
changes that have further em
powered Republicans in parts
of the country that had always
resisted change.
But the Republicans' - and
the tea partyers' - successes
only underscore how much of
the nation is terrified by any
action whatsoever. For better
or worse, Americans are a tim
orous bunch who only press
their government to act when
they think national security is
at stake. That'show Eisenhow
er sold the interstate highway
system, how LBJ sold Vietnam

and how George W. Bush sold
the Iraq war. When we aren't
defending ourselves, govern
ment just can't seem to muster
a consensus todo much of any
thing.
In the end, our history tells
us that the New Deal and the
Great Society were essentially
aberrations in the larger Amer
ican saga of gov ernmental ti
midity. The fear of not doing
something has occasionally
outweighed the national incli
nation not to act.But only rare
ly, and, it has become obvious,
not now.
That fact is what the tea
partyers have going f or them
- not, as they claim, adher
ence to self-defined and bizarre
constitutional principles or a
groundswell of anger at an in
trusive government, but rather
an appeal to the basic Ameri
can fear of government action
at all. Though they purport to
be a bold new populist forcein
the American polity, they are
actually a timid oldforce.
And that's a problem. Be
cause change is only a slogan,
because Americans don't have
the political will t o encourage
their government to act boldly
when necessary, and because
we shrink from addressing the
things that assail us, we aren't
likely to get t he car out of t he
ditch we're in anytime soon.
And while Americans cling to
their self-image of intrepidness
here in the land of the free and
the home of the brave, we are
on target to demonstrate at the
polls that we are anything but.
Instead of bold adventurers
confronting our demons, we
are a nation of the frightened,
hoping to turn back the clock
and railingagainst theonly tool
that can reallyhelp us: action.

Neal Gabler is a public policy scholar at the Woodrow Wilson Center in Washington.
He is writing a biography of Ted Kennedy. He wrote this for the Los Angeles Times.
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America the timorous
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is the primary mechanism for
change. The individual citi
zens control the government
by controlling who runs it.
What makes Georgia dif
ferent from any other state?
Some states have laws that al
low for drinking at 18 (under
certain circumstances), or re
strict gun ownership or mod
ernize the electrical grid so
that the power supply comes
from increasingly green
sources. What about educa
tion? That isn't controlled by
the presidency, either.
In the U.S. Bill of Rights,
the 10th amendment says
that all powers that are not
specifically allotted to the
federal government fall to the
states. That's everything from
education to the price of gas
oline and how much compa
nies can charge for electric
ity. When it comes our lives,
the president of the United
States probably affects us
less than the governors of our
states. If a nything, this elec
tion is more important than
the 2008 election.
These aren't little issues.
These are the things we take
advantage of everyday: the
cost of cig arettes, the cost of
car insurance, whether or not
medical marijuana is illegal
and even how long it takes to
commute. The issues at the
heart of t his election are the
stuff of our lives. Unlike in
the 2008 election, our lives
are at stake.
An example: Atlanta is run
ning out of water. Lake La
nier, the capital's traditional
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Oct. 28: Men's cross-country vs. USC Beaufort in Hardeeville
S.C.
Oct. 29: Volleyball at Lander at 7 p.m.
Women's tennis at College of Charleston in Charleston, S.C.
Oct. 30: Soccer at Rollins at 7 p.m.

Volleyball at USC Aiken at 2 p.m.
Women's tennis at College of Charleston in Charleston, S.C.
Nov. 3: Volleyball vs. Flagler at 7 p.m.
Nov. 4: "Meet the Team" night, Alumni Arena, 6 pm.

Seniors capture Peach Belt champions title
By Brittany Hodges
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

Oct.
23's
women's
soccer game against UNC
Pembroke was the last home
game of the regular season.
Not only was it senior night,
but the conference title
was on the line. The Lady
Pirates pulled through with
the win and the title.
Coming up from behind
for the 2-1 win, the Lady
Pirates were down 1-0 at
halftime. The victory sets a
record with nine conference
wins, and they will go
into the 2010 Peach Belt
Conference tournament as
the No. 1 seed.
"From the first day of
preseason I felt that this
team could accomplish
some special things this
year," head coach Eric
Faulconer said. "Winning
the regular season PBC title
and being the one seed in
the conference tournament
was one of those goals."
AASU outshot the Braves
6 to 3 in the first half, and
the UNCP keeper Britney
Bennett made five saves,
ending the first half at 1-0.
"We didn't play that
well in the first half, but
we showed a lot of fight

and determination in the
second half, and I am glad
we were able to come back
in the match," Faulconer
said.
The Lady Pirates picked
up in the second half. The
score was tied at 1-1 in the
55th minute with a rebound
from
Morgan Mitchell
inside the far post.
The next goal came in the
8istminutefromsophomore
Emily Cattanach. Freshman
Jordan Otto shot a pass to
Cattanach right outside the
box, and Cattanach beat
Bennett for the goal, taking
the lead 2-1.
Late in the game, the
Braves had an opportunity
to tie, but AASU keeper
Tracey Mitchell deflected
a straight shot by Collen in
the 88th minute.
After a late foul against
the Braves, the Pirates were
able to run the clock out to
win the game and the title.
Head
Coach
Eric
Faulconer
couldn't
be
prouder of his seniors. "It
is rare in college athletics
to see an entire class
come in and play all four
years. I am very proud of
this class of seniors. They
have accomplished a lot
during their time here and
hopefully will get to add to

V 'V
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MOUNT OLIVE, N.C. The AASU volleyball squad
picked up a 3-0 victory over
Fayetteville State in Friday,
Oct. 22's first day of action
at the Mount Olive Classic
in Mount Olive, N.C. Game
scores were 25-13, 25-9 and
25-17.
The Pirates, 13-11, hit .307
as a team in the match and
recorded nine service aces
and nine blocks in handing
Fayetteville State, 11-7, its
second straight loss.
Senior
Gwen
Clarke
led the Pirates on the
day with a match-high 10
kills with no errors in 19
attempts for a .526 hitting
percentage.
Freshman
Jessica Santaniello added
seven kills, and sophomore
Brittany Wolf added five
blocks. Freshman Megan
Pando delivered 29 assists,
and freshman Christina

Chow had 10 digs, all in the
third set.
They claimed a pair of
wins on Saturday, Oct. 23,
finishing the weekend with
a perfect 3-0 record.
The Pirates claimed a 2510, '25-13, 25-18 win over
St. Augustine's on Saturday
morning, and then capped
the day with a 25-20, 25-9,
25-18 win over host Mount
Olive.
Senior Gwen Clarke was
named the tournament
MVP,
while
freshman
Megan Pando also earned
all-tournament
team
honors.
Against . the Falcons,
Clarke and sophomore
Amanda
Jones
each
collected nine kills while
Pando delivered 30 assists.
Clarke and sophomore
Brittany Wolf each notched
four blocks against St.
Augustine's, and Torrie
Bevolo had nine digs and
four service aces.

;

it over the next few weeks,"
he said.
Senior Carey Patterson
had mixed emotions about
her last season at AASU.
Patterson played four years
at AASU.
"Most of us have been
playing since we were 4,
and this sport is our life.
It's amazing to see how all
of the work we have been
putting in has paid off,

but it is a bit sad to realize Alyssa Anderson, Elizabeth
that our career is slowly Kerkhoff, Amanda Morphis
ending," Patterson said.
and Kyndal Sch'aaf.
"We knew this was not our
This Peach Belt regular
last game on the field and season title is a first for the
that is always comforting. Lady Pirates, and it follows
I couldn't have asked for the 2009 PBC Tournament
anything more over the last title.
four years, and this season
The
Pirates
outshot
was a great way to go out." the Braves 28-3 with five
Other seniors on the corner shots from each
soccer team are Tracey team. Bennett made eight
Mitchell, Lianne Stricklen, saves for the Braves, while

Mitchell made five for the
Pirates. AASU had 14 fouls,
and UNCP had 17.
The Lady Pirates will
compete again on Oct. 30
against No. 9 Rollins in
Winter Park, Fla. at 7 pm.
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Amanda Jones hits the ball o ver the net during the Pirates match .

In the match against the
host Trojans, AASU hit a
stellar .419 as a team, led
by a .500 hitting percentage
and nine kills by Brittany
Wolf. Freshman Jessica
Santaniello, Bevolo and
Clarke each had eight kills
apiece, while Pando tallied
35 assists, and junior Casey
Howett notched 14 digs.
AASU improves to 1511 overall with the three

wins on the weekend. The
Pirates return to actidh on
Friday, Oct. 29, as AASU
travels to Lander for a 7:00
p.m. Peach Belt Conference
match.

Do you love sports?
Then cover them for

THE INKWELL

3aseball, softball, basketball and - oh yeah - the 2008-2009
Division II tennis national champions are all proof that sports are
alive and well at AASU. Get close to the players and the action

E-mail sports.inkwell@gmail.com to find out how.

AASU senior recieves Peach Belt accolade
By Courtland Hendricks

On Oct. 19, senior Carey
Patterson was named the
Peach Belt Conference's
women's soccer Defender
of the Week. This marks
the second time this year
Patterson achieved the
distinction, also receiving
the award on Sept. 28.
The Pirate's defense this
season has only allowed
11 goals in 15 games this
season, averaging less than
one goal per game at 0.71.
"It's my last year, so I along with all of the other
seniors - want to go as far
as we can," Patterson said.
"No one expected this team
to do much this year, but
I think we all wanted to
prove everyone wrong. We

are a more diverse team
with talent that is coming
together to be one of the
most successful teams."
The 3rd-ranked Pirates
captured at least a share
of the Peach Belt regular
season title by defeating
UNC
Pembroke
2-1
Saturday in Savannah.
"This
championship
is different because last
year's was a tournament
championship ... but this
championship is for the
regular season. We were
the best team for a whole
season," Patterson said.
"Though we are very
proud of what we have
done in the past, we really
want to build on it and add
to it by winning the regular
season and going further in
the tournament."

^

Emily C attanach, second from left, celebrates with her teammates after scoring the Pirates' decisive second goal against UNC Pembroke. ^

Lady Pirates return 3-0 after
Mount Olive Classic
Courtesy of Sports
Communications
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Patterson struggled in the
midfield some her first year
with making the transition
to playing competitively
at the collegiate level. In
the summer before her
sophomore campaign, head
soccer coach Eric Faulconer
made a decision to switch
Patterson from midfield to
defender, and her play on
the field spoke for itself.
Not only is she the anchor
to the backline, she has
also been the team captain
for the past two seasons.
"Carey has represented
this university and our
soccer program well over
her four year career,"
Faulconer said. "She came
in as a raw but talented
player and has developed
through a lot of hard work
and dedication to, in my

opinion, one of the best
defenders "in the country.
I have a ton of respect for
Carey, and she has truly
been an absolute pleasure
to coach."
«The5-foot-9-inchPanama
City Beach, Fla. native
plans on graduating in May
2011 with her Bachelor's in
early childhood education,
following the footsteps
of her mother, who is an
elementary school teacher.
When asked to compare
her
three
biggest
accomplishments as a
member of the soccer team,
Patterson said, "Team
accomplishments are the
reasons why people play
team sports. Scoring and
making big plays are what
makes people love the game
and keeps them competitive.

Fhoto by Stephen Berend

Senior team captain Carey Patterson has played four
seasons at AASU.

You have to play for those
moments because those are
the ones you will always
remember."
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Senior stand-out wins ITA'Super Bowl' tide

Bv Brittanv
By
Brittany ITrwl
Hodges
Sports Editor

sports.inkwell@gmail.com

Senior Alida Muller-Wehlau
started the fall tennis season
successfully. She has always
been a great athlete but has
never been put in the position
to lead until now. Her most re
cent accomplishment includes
winning the ITA "Super Bowl"
of small college women's dou
bles title with freshman team
mate Barbora Krtickova.
With the win of the women's
doubles title, Muller-Wehlau
earns a trip to New York.
Muller-Wehlau and Krtickova
earned entrance to the USA/
ITA National Intercollegiate
Indoor Championships in
Flushing, N.Y,
"I was happy to win,"Muller-

Wehlau said. "Barbora played
great aS a freshman. She played
really well. W ell see what we
can do going to New York in
two weeks, so we're really look
ing forward to that."
Muller-Wehlau and Krtick
ova will be the only Division H
players in the women's doubles
brackets.
This was a great triumph af
ter Muller-Wehlau lost a threeset match to Kirstin Strimple in
the championship ofthe "Super
Bowl" singles bracket.
"Alida played in a lot of
matches. It is difficult to play
singles and doubles. It is not
just the accumulation ofmatch
es -she was nervous, and there
was a lot of tension," said head
coach Simon Earnshaw.
She competed against play
ers from rival BYU-Hawaii in

both finals. "Beating the BYU
team was a big accomplish
ment, and we managed to get
through it," Earnshaw said.
Muller-Wehlau is the first
AASU wo men's tennis player
to receive the James O'Hara
Sargent Sportsmanship Award.
This award is given to a men
and women's player whoshows
great sportsmanship and rep
resents college tennis well.
Earnshaw is happy MullerWehlau is in a position to win.
He said that Muller-Wehlau
had always been second and
third behind other seniors, but
since they have graduated, she
has no choice but to step up.
"Alida has always been hid
ing behind and reluctant," he
said. "She actually has to show
what she can do. For us to get
her in position to show what

she can do is giod. For her to
be a senior, site h as to show
what she can do."
Muller-Wehlau has been
an ITA Scholar-Athlete since
2008. She vas the Peach Belt
Conference freshman of the
year in 2008. She has also been
All-Peach Belt Conference
in singles and doubles since
2008. The greatest experience
may ha\e been her role in the
2008, 2009 and 2010 NCAA
Division II National Champi
onship titles.
Originally from Germany,
Muller-Wehlau is majoring in
economics. The Lady Pirates
tennis team will be back in ac
tion Oct. 29 and 30 at the Col
lege of Cha rleston Invitational
in Charleston, S.C.
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Pirates' Plunde
AASU Sports Trivia, previews arid more

Compiled by Brittany Hodges

AASU Sports Trivia
How many straight NCAA Division II National
Championships have the Lady Pirates tennis team
won?
2. How many freshmen are on the 2010 - 11 Lady Pi
rates tennis team?
3. How many times has Simon Earnshaw earned
Peach Belt Conference coach of the year?
4. Who is the assistant coach of the Pirates tennis
teams?
5. In what year did the men and women's teams both
win NCAA Division II National Championships?
1.

Check your answers at the bottom of the page.

On the horizon
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Volleyball:

Asher Noria returns from India

Oct. 29

Athlete travels around the world in 30 days
Katie R. Balcom
Staff Reporter

Missing a month of school
is not something average
students can do and main
tain their grades. However,
most students do not bear
the title of award-winning
double trap shooter. Asher
Noria left AASU's campus
on Sept. 16 to travel to New
Delhi to compete in the
Commonwealth Games.
Noria competed in the
Commonwealth Games in
New Delhi, India on Oct.
6 and 7. Noria shot in two
events: the pair and the in
dividuals. Noria won silver
in the pair event, shooting
188 out of 200. The win
ning score was 189. Both
Noria and his partner
missed their last target.
For the individual com
petition, he tied fourth with
a score of 139 out of 150
going into the final round.
Publicly broadcasted with

the media spotlight beam
ing bright, Noria shot one
of the highest scores in the
finals. He tied for silver af
ter the final round, though
it was with three other
shooters. The tie-breaker
went on for 15 rounds. No
ria placed fourth in the in
dividual category after the
tie was broken.
Initially there was a lot
of bad publicity at the start
of the games in New Delhi.
Once the games started and
all the athletes saw the fa
cilities, they said it was the
best village they had been
to. India spent $20 billion
preparing for the games.
The conditions made the
previous event's location,
Melbourne, Australia in
2006, look poor compared
to the work that India put
into the 2010 Common
wealth Games.
"It was pretty awesome,"
Noria said.

Expectations were lofty
coming into the Common
wealth Games. Since No
ria had replaced a previous
Olympic silver medalist on
the team, the pressure was
at an all-time high. There
was a lot of speculation hnd
media attention on ;him
during competition.
"It's in your home Coun
try, and everyone expects
you to \yin. It is not that
easy to win, also. It was a
really good experience,"
Noria said.
Noria said the media was
happy to see someone new.
He said it was not easy be
cause of all the publicity
and media attention sur
rounding the games.
India has won few Olym
pic medals, though it has
landed a silver in double
trap shooting. Noria was
heralded as a youth icon
and had to bp on his game.
He was also one of the

Lady Pirates shine at
Kansas Invitational
Courtesy of
Sports Communications

The AASU women's ten
nis squad had a perfect day of
singles while splitting doubles
matches at the Kansas Uni
versity Invitational on Friday,
Oct. 22, in Lawrence, Kan.
All four players competing
for the Pirates won their singles
matches on Friday. Freshman
Barbora Krtickova collected a
6-4, 6-2 win over Oklahoma's
Mia Lancaster in the Jayhawk
Bracket. Sophomore Joanna
Szymczyk defeated Indiana's
Charlotte Martin, 6-3, 6-1 in
the Crimson Bracket, while ju
nior Kathleen Henry notched
a 6-7, 6-4, 6-0 win over Iowa's
Cassandra Escobar in the Blue
Bracket. Sophomore Jessica
Gardefjord claimed a 6-2, 6-2
win over Gaby Pintos of Mis
souri-Kansas City in the White
Bracket to round out the sin
gles action.
In doubles, the duo of Henry
and Krtickova claimed a pair
of wins in the Red group. The
duo defeated Pintos and Yahominich 8-1 and Bouet and
Lisenby 8-2, both from Mis
souri-Kansas City.
In the Blue doubles group,
Szymczyk and Gardefjord lost

a tough 9-7 match to Probert
and Jensen of Colorado, the
Buffaloes' second doubles
team from last season. The
duo also lost to Fujimoto and
Vertesheva' of Indiana 8-4,
who are the top doubles team
from the Hoosiers.
The Lady Pirates continued
to play well the second day of
action on Saturday, Oct. 23.
The Lady Pirates went a per
fect 4-0 in singles play for a
second consecutive day.
In the Jayhawk Bracket,
Barbora Krtickova claimed a
6-1, 6-1 win over Indiana's No.
1 player, Geniya Vertesheva. In
the Crimson Bracket, Joanna
Szymczyk beat Michala Jens
en of Colorado 6-4, 6-3, while
in the Blue bracket Kathleen
Henry beat Sophie Garre of
Indiana 6-4,7-5.
Jessica Gardeijord complet
ed the perfect day in singles
with a 6-2, 3-6, 6-4 win over
Sarah Snodgrass of Kansas
State.
In doubles action, the duo of
Krtickova and Henry notched
a pair of wins to claim the Red
doubles group championship.
They beat Goff an d Khanevskaya of Kansas 8-1, and Manzi
and Schleich of Colorado 8-3.

youngest members in his
event at the games.
As present at the com
petition, there were 100plus countries and 6,000
athletes. This was the first
game village Noria has at
tended. In the Common
wealth village, the best
athletes surrounded him.
He got a once in a lifetime
opportunity and was very
grateful for the experience.
"The atmosphere there is
awesome. You have every
other athlete around you,
and it is really something,"
Noria said.
It was different this time
around. Before this com
petition he was shooting
in the junior category, but
this was a senior comple
tion. The Commonwealth
Games was Noria's first
complete competition on
the senior shooting level.
His shooting team ranks in
the top three. He has pre

viously been a minimum
qualifying shooter on the
sidelines, but he never shot
as a member of the senior
squad until the games in
New Delhi.
Noria's
coach
wants
him to come back to In
dia and participate in the
Asia Games next month in
China. Noria is hoping to
attend the Asia Games but
must get everything situat
ed with classes before flying
around the world again.
To top off Noria's recent
accomplishment,
Sahara
India, one of his sponsors,
named him Best Young
Achiever of 2010.

By Briuany Hodges

Women's Golf:

12th of 17 teams at the
Flagler Fall Slam on Oct.

Women's Tennis:
Oct. 22 — 24
Sophomore Joanna
Szymczyk and jun ior
Kathleen H enry both
claimed singles bracket
titles at the Kansas
Invitational in Lawrence,
Kan.

Soccer:
Oct. 30

Pirates can't keep up at
Florida Southern Invitational
Then
Gardeijord
and
Szymczyk lost a pair of match
es in the Blue doubles group,
falling 8-4 to Los and Windom
of Kansas and 8-6 to Majercik
and Escobar of Iowa.
The AASU women's ten
nis team picked up a pair of
singles wins on the final day of
action, Oct. 24, capturing two
bracket titles.
Iii the Crimson Bracket,
sophomore Joanna Szymczyk
captured the bracket title with
a 7-5, 6-2 win over Nina Sertic
of Kansas State. Meanwhile,
junior Kathleen Henry claimed
the Blue singles bracket title
with a 7-5, 6-0 win over Carla
Manzi of Colorado.
In other action, freshman
Barbora Krtickova fell in the
Jayhawksingles bracket, drop
ping a 6-1,4-6,6-3 decision to
Leslie Hureau of Indiana, who
is ranked No. 93 in ITA Divi
sion I.
Sophomore Jessica Gardef
jord fell in the Grey singles
bracket final, losing to Jillia
Yakominic of Missouri-Kansas
City, 6-1 and 6-2.
AASU returns to action
Oct. 29 and 30 at the College
of Charleston Invitational in
Charleston, S.C.

Courtesy of
Sports Communications

LAKELAND, Fla. - The
AASU men's cross-country
team set season lows for a
second consecutive meet as
the Pirates finished 10th at
the Florida Southern Invi
tational on Friday, Oct. 22.
The Pirates' average time
over the 8k course was a
season-best 31:49.40. Flor
ida Southern captured the
team title with 15 points,
while Tampa finished sec
ond with 53, followed by
Flagler with 103, Webber
International with 128 and
Florida Tech with 141.
Freshman Eric Van Deventer paced the Pirates
by placing 46th among the

team scorers with a seasonlow time of 29:30. Fresh
man Ryan Kozusko placed
57th with a season-low time
of 31:53, while sophomore
Adam Doyle placed 58th
with a time of 31:57.
Sophomore David Prussia
finished 62nd with a time of
32:41, and freshman Gar
rett Austin finished 64th in
his Pirate debut with a time
of 32:57. Freshman Scott
Lawson rounded out the
AASU finishers by finishing
65th with a time of 33:08.
AASU returns to action
Thursday, Oct. 28, by tak
ing on USC Beaufort in a
dual meet in Hardeeville,
S.C.

Soccer:
Oct. 23 vs. UNC Pembroke

theinkwellonline.com

W2-1

Kelli Bahr named PBC
Women's Soccer Defender of
the Week

Volleyball:
Oct. 22 vs. Fayetteville St.
W3-0
Oct. 23 vs. St. Augustine's
W 3-0 vs.
Mount Olive
W3-0

at Rollins

Men's Cross-country:
Oct. 28

at USC Beaufort in
Hardeeville, S.C.

Tennis:
Oct. 29-30

Women's at College of
Charleston Invitational in
Charleston, S.C.

AASU Sports Trivia Answers
1. Three: 2008, 2009

2.

and 2010.

One: Barbora Krtickova.

3. Seven.

4.

David Seeker.

5. 2008.

i

Nov. 3

vs. Flagler

Weekly Sports Recap
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell^gmail.com

at USC Aiken
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ARTS
&
ENTERTAINMENT

Oct. 29: Housing and Residence Life will host "A Union of th e Undead: Zombie Prom" at 7 p.m. at the Student Union.
Nov. 2: AASU's Jazz Combo will perfoim in the Student Union Ogeechee Theater at 7:30 p.m. General admission is $6.

Student thespians present new take on old tales
AASU Masquers adapt 'Brothers Grimm' for stage
By Joey Trull
Staff Reporter

dience cues to participate
during the play. They ask
audience members to shout
The Masquers will pres
at the protagonists on stage
ent Don Zolidis' temerari
when they are in danger.
ous free-form comedy "The
"The script is left intact
Brothers Grimm Spectacufrom the original, and we
lathon" at Jenkins Hall's
only made a couple of small
black box theater from Oct.
changes, adding in a few
28-31.
lines for humor," stage di
The show starts at 7:30
rector Chris Wood said.
p.m. each night and has a
"It is an absolute fairy tale
run-time of 90 minutes,
train wreck."
not including a 15-minute
Some of the more famous
intermission. The Masqu
fairy tales in the play in
ers encourage attendees to
clude "Little Red-Riding
purchase tickets in advance
Hood," "Cinderella," "Rumbecause the Black Box The
pelstiltskin" and "Rapunater has only enough seat
zel." Antagonists like the
ing for 50 people.
enchantress and the devil
"The Brothers Grimm
tempt protagonists like RaSpectaculathon" features
punzel.
two antagonistic narrators,
Photos courtesy of Mario Incorvaia
The play also features
one male and one female. The Masquers show off their "The Brothers Grimm Spectaculathon" costumes just in time for Halloween.
the stories of Hansel and
The narrators tie the 209 said Peter Mellen, the pro- the play have been adapted tions and address the issue Gretel's and Snow White.
fairy tales attributed to the fessor of drama and speech into television shows and outright, explaining to the It includes more obscure
Grimm Brothers into one at AASU who is in charge of movies, predominantly by audience that they will do stories like "The Devil's
complicated and gut-bust the production.
Disney, like the recent ad their best to restore the sto Grandmother" and "The
ing story.
"There are 43 characters aptation of the tale "The ries to their rightful glory.
Fisherman and His Wife"
"The play weaves the fairy played by five actors, in Frog-Prince" into "The
"There's a lot of audience as well.
tales into one story like the cluding the two narrators," Princess and the Frog." participation in this play,"
The play's comedy stems
Grimm Brothers intended Mellen said.
The eccentric narrators Mellen said.
from the one frenetic and
Many of the fairy tales in are aware of the adaptaand is it quite hilarious,"
The narrators give the au encompassing
storyline

that tie the stories into one.
The play is also humor
ous with its references to
modern day concepts and
names like Tom Cruise and
O. J. Simpson that are used
by the narrators. The play
even takes a stab at horror
films.
"It has English-style hu
mor similar to Monty Py
thon," Wood said.
The Masquers normally
make use of student di
rectors during the school
year. For this production,
an alumnus who graduated
last year, Jonas Boyd, is the
show's director. Wood said
that his technical crew is
comprised largely of nontheater majors.
Tickets are $10 with dis
counts available for mili
tary, senior citizens, alum
ni association members,
children, and AASU faculty
and staff. The Masquers
admit AASU students free
of charge with valid Pirate
Cards. -

Free Candy treats listeners to alternative surf rock
By Alexander Sheridan

Twenty-seven-year-old
Virginia native Britt Scott
aspired to be a performer
ever since she was little.
Her father is a musician and
audio engineer in Virginia
Beach. Up until middle
school, Scott was in chorus.
On Oct. 29, Scott will sing
with her band Free Candy
at the Tantra Lounge on
Broughton Street.
"The thing I like about
being in the band is having
fun," Scott said. "It's a good
learning experience."
Free Candy's sound is a
fusion of grunge, surf rock
and alternative rock. The
most unique thing about
this band is the bassist Al
exandra Mitchell. She plays
a colossal upright fretless
bass. Musicians who can't
play without frets will in
stantly be impressed.
Guitarist Ian Zimerle
andMitchell
announced
that the pair were recently
married last week.
"He is my best friend,"
Mitchell said. "We. have

been playing together al
most two years. I read him
well. Ian brings a blues
sound, Nicole surf rock,
Britt pop, and myself punk
and psychobilly. Somehow
it works. Ian is the token in
a band of belly-dancers."
"I think there is a certain
degree of fear that comes
along with performing for
an audience," Zimerle said.
"You are afraid in some
respect that people won't
like you or accept you as
a performer, or that they
think you're kind of fake."
Zimerle said that Mitchell
places things in perspective
for him.
"As Alex is the one per
son in the world that I re
spect above myself, having
her with me in the band
objectifies the situation.
If she thinks highly of me
and what we do musically,
then I need not search for
acceptance by going out of
my way to please people.
I can be myself on stage
and exhibit my true nature
through my performance.
That essence of unabashed
truth is what people really

respond to, and what draws
their appreciation."
Perhaps the band is wellknit because Zimerle and
Mitchell have not only an
attraction for each other
but a mutual attraction for
music.
Free Candy recently
played their first show at
the Tantra Lounge on Oct.
22. They covered "Polly"
by Nirvana, "The House of
Rising Sun" by Eric Burdon and The Animals and
"Lucky" by Radiohead.
Scott sported a T-shirt
that read "I'm with the
drummer" and played with
her hair during the show.
It's hard not to pay atten
tion to this red-haired,
blue-eyed beauty.
"I like smaller venues and
more intimate settings,"
Scott said. "It's better than
playing a big show because
it's easier to get to know
the fans."
"We're not Free Candy
for no reason," said Nicole
Edge, the drummer. "Give
them candy. You're all wel
come to have free candy."
Miniature candy bars,

Britt Scott, Ian Zimerle and Alexandra Mitchell'of Free Candy performing at Tantra Lounge on'Broughton Street.

Smarties, taffy, Nerds and
Gobstoppers were among
the types of candy given
away.
"We plan it that way,"
Scott said. "With Hallow
een coming up, it's easy to
see the irony of our band
name."
At first glance you
wouldn't expect Edge to
be a drummer. She bellydances often with Scott in
the dance troupe Cairo on

the Coast.
Free Candy does main
ly covers but is currently
working on original songs.
Their influences include
The White Stripes, The
Cramps, The Ventures, Nir
vana and Radiohead.
"Honestly, I am very
inspired by a lot of local
musicians, more so than
famous ones," Edge said.
"Chris Fullerton and Jason
Gecik are local drummers

who. make their living sole
ly off their musical skills.
I admire them a lot more
than someone I have never
met for being able to follow
their passion as musicians,
and being such kind, caring
people as well."

'Life As We Know It' wins hearts
By Ashley Weil

There are times in life
when a little lift of th e spirit
is in order. If that's what
you're in the mood for then
stop by the box office and
pick up a ticket to see the ro
mantic comedy ''Life as We
Know It."
This film is about an un
likely pair of single people
who come to find love with
each other by finding them
selves the unexpected par
ents of a baby girl.
Holly (Katherine Heigl)
and Messer (Josh Duhamel)
are a wrong fit right from the
start. After being set up on a
blind date by their two best
friends, they both realize al
most immediately that they
are complete opposites.
After their first bombed
date Holly hopes she will
never have to see Messer
again, but when their best
friends end up spending the
rest of their lives together,

Holly and Messer end up to
gether at every family func
tion and party, including the
ones for their goddaughter
Sophie (Alexis Clagett).
Unfortunately, Holly and
Messer's friends' lives were
not very long. A car crash
kills both of Sophie's par
ents, and she is left in the
hands of the two most unfit
godparents. Although Holly
and Messer loved Sophie be
fore, they were definitely not
ready to take her on as par
ents.
This is where it gets com
plicated. Messer is a classic
bachelor who is a network
sports producer and a big
fan of the ladies, and Holly is
your typical control freak fe
male who owns a quaint lit
tle bakery. The two of them
find many obstacles on this
journey, having to move into
a house together and raising
this baby.
It is like watching parent
ing for dummies when Mess
er trades babysitting time

with his cab driver for some
floor seats to a basketball
game, and Holly gets a nice
glob of poop on her face at
the first diaper change.
They are surrounded by a
good group of neighbors that
come together to help them
out, and after a while they
start to get into the rhythm
of their new lives and end
up having a little fun doing
it. There even comes a spon
taneous night of sex, pot
brownies and "The Wiggles."
Don't be surprised if it's
the predictability of this film
that makes you love it. It's
a lighthearted movie with a
great cast that is sure to get
the love juices flowing.
Although the concept of
this film has been done be
fore in movies like "Raising
Helen" and the older clas
sic "Baby Boom," somehow
watching unexpected par
ents go through their trials
and tribulations doesn't get
old.
This film has many ups

and downs just like real life.
It kind of makes you feel
good about yourself. All in
all, paying the non-matinee
price for my movie ticket
was totally worth it. "Life as
We Know It" was an absolute
delight.
I would definitely recom
mend this film, if for no other
reason than to see Duhamel
and Heigl walk around in
their skibbies. However, it
is quite funny aside from the
brief bits of skin here and
there.
••••

4 out of 5 stars
A Gold Circle Films/Vil
lage Roadshow production
Directed by Greg Berlanti
Starring Katherine Heigl,
Josh Duhamel, Josh Lucas
and Alexis Clagett
Rated PG-13 for sexual
material, language and
some drug content.

rnoto courtesy Lionel Hahn/Abaca Press/]

Katherine Heigl, star of "Life as We Know It/ holds her Emmy at the 59
Annual Primetime Emmy Awards in 2007 in Los Angeles.
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Avegost role players mash monsters

Stay
Entertained
in Savannah

By Philip Townley

Every second weekend in
the fictional town of Cross
roads on the mythical island
of Four Rivers - actually
located at Laura S. Walker
State Park in Waycross, Ga
- the role players of Avegost
get away from the stress of
campus life, school assign
ments and physical labor.
There they participate in a
fabulous environment of the
undead, bandit raiders and
the horrors of the magical
Blight' while living a fan
tasy in many ways without
compare.
AASU student Joe Landolfi
is the developer of the Aveg
ost Live-Action Role Play, a
monthly event where people
act out either player char
acter roles or the roles of
monsters in a fantasy-like
setting.
In their most recent Octo
ber event, the village on Four
Rivers survived one bandit
raid after another, fending
off the attackers with mini
mal losses. The attacks were
interrupted by a group of for
eign performers who seemed
to bewilder or vex everyone
in town, including the towns-

Weekend Music

Photos courtesy of Gregory Ayersman
The Avegost PLOT team, the creators Of the story lines and adventures
for Four Rivers. From right to left: Joe Landolfi, Kaza Ayersman, Jeff Leon
Sibulkin and Jeremy Womack.

building your community,
listening to your comments
on the website, to make this
as real as fantasy can be."
Joe Landolfi is shown front and center after the October Avegost event
When asked why Euro
pean LARPs were so impor
folk's captured bandit.
fluences the town of Cross tant, Landolfi explained, "We
While some of the events roads like a Dungeon Master want story. We want roleplay
are hard to followat times for of "Dungeons and Dragons," ... Many American LARPsare
an onlooker, everyone works and it creates the image of a almost entirely fighting with
together to create a Tolkien- master play in action.
no role-play. Real immer
esque story. The credit for
Avegost is focused on sion goes beyond the sword
the spectacular stories - and achieving the highest levels- swings and in multiple di
there are several going on of i mmersion over 36 hours rections. European LARPs
at any one time - must go to ensure that most players are just more expansive and
to the Avegost PLOT team, feel involved and rewarded.
more immersive."
headed by Landolfi, Jeff Leon
"We're aspiring to be more
Avegost is a lot to take in,
Sibulkin and Kaza Ayersman. like European LARPs. Im but the members insist it
Each person works to create mersion means everything is very fun, interesting and
a section of the story that in to us," Landolfi said. "We are worth spending $35 for a full

weekend event.
"You'll never make more
genuine friends in a more
genuine
environment."
Landolfi said.
Dylan Coffey, Avegost's
head of logistics, suggested
that interested students
check the website for infor
mation.
"Though to really experi
ence Avegost, come monster
with us. We'll be glad to have
you," Coffey said.
The next Avegost event
is scheduled for Nov. 12-14.
Interested parties can preregister at Avegost.com/preregister.

Geekend 2010 tricks out Savannah
By Shawn Evans
Staff Reporter

Whether it's finding a nice
restaurant with a GPS de
vice or using a nifty Droid to
stream Youtube videos for
your buddies at a social gath
ering, we are basically sur
rounded by computer tech
nology every minute.
Because of th is, our society
stresses the importance of all
facets of technology. Luck
ily, Savannah is home to the

lofgl;
conference dedicated to the
field of communication tech
nology.
It all started when a a few
small ideas snowballed into
something much, much larg
er.
"There's a craze with mo
bile devices and mobile tech
nology," said Miriam Hodesh,
co-founder of Geekend. "We
wanted to hold a 24-hour
app-making
'competition,'
then decided we wanted to
have guest speakers, and from
there it was a huge snowball
effect."
Don't be fooled, however.
Geekend isn't a competition.

Co-founder Miriam Hodesh sells T-shirts at the inaugural Geekend 2009.

Its primary focus is to pro
vide great insight into the
modern world of communi
cation technology, as well as
a great chance to network for
students and others who are
interested.
"The overall point is to give
people a chance to get to
gether, share ideas, network
and learn from each other,"
said Sloane Kelley, Geekend
co-founder. "It's a great op
portunity for students to meet
business leaders and network
with those folks."
Savannah happens to be the

perfect place for this.
"There's such a huge com
munity in the Savannah area
in the creative and technolog
ical space," Kelley said. "The
conference was created to
support those people. There's
a lot of creative energy here."
Hodesh agreed.
"We listen to what the com
munity needs are. There's a
huge art community in Sa
vannah, and we wanted to
provide those people with re
sources," she said.
The first Geekend, which
took place in 2009, had ahuge

Bethesda Softworks, the
publishing company be
hind "Fallout: New Vegas,"
has a pretty nice streak of
improving their already
stellar games — "Fallout
3," "The Elder Scrolls IV:
Oblivion," etc. - with ex
pansive downloadable con
tent.
So far, they've been in
credibly trustworthy, and
their titles have been phe
nomenal. However, for
many fans out there, skep
ticism came quite naturally
when "Fallout: New Vegas"
premiered with the same
look, mechanics and gamipg-engine used by its pre
decessor, "Fallout 3, loo'
ifig more like downloadable
content than a true seque .
The story starts off in true
"Fallout" form by introduc
ing the player to the post
apocalyptic future as soon
as the campaign star s.
In this edition, you Play
a courier with a company
that bops around Neva a
nuclear wastelands e
ering packages for paym

I

clients.
Unfortunately for your
character, a platinum pok
er' chip inside of a deliv
ery leads to an assassina
tion attempt in one of the
wasteland cities, where the
character is later found in
a shallow grave dying from
severe gunshot wounds. Af
ter a bit of healing from the
locals, you start your game,
gun in hand and looking for
your assailants.
The story's certainly
gritty and interesting, and
from what I've seen in the
gameplay thus far, it looks
like it branches out enough
to make an unpredictable
and lengthy game.
"Fallout: New Vegas"lives
up to the rigorous Bethesda
Softworks standard of ex
cellence as far as design
and story are concerned.
As The Courier, you roam
around a remarkably well
laid-out nuclear wasteland,
constantly having to face
not only the tragic remind
ers of a world long dead,
but also the grim present
where a cataclysmic war
rages between two very in
spired military factions. To

And Movies
On Thursday, Oct. 28, at 8 p.m.,
Regal Savannah Stadium 10 will
screen thefilm"Rifffrax Live:
House on Haunted HilT"in the
style of "Mystery Science Theater
3000."
On Friday, Oct. 29, the final
installment of the"Saw"series,
"Saw 3D"opens for wide release.
In this horror-thriller flick, the Jig
saw survivors seek out guidance
from self-help gum and fellow
survivor, Bobby Dagen.
On Sunday, Oct. 31, Psychotronic Film Society and Connect
Savannah present"Horror Movie
12-Hour Marathon"at Muse Arts
Warehouse on Louisville Road.
The movies to be screened are
"Carnival of Souls," The Haunt
ing," "City of the Living Dead,'"
"Profondo Rosso,'"Tourist Trap,'"
and 'The Signal.'"Admission is $7
for each film.
On Wednesday, Nov. 3, at 8 p.m.,
the Psychotronic Film Society of
Savannah will screen "G.0.R.A."at
The Sentient Bean for $5.

founder of Twitpic; Oscar Gerardo, chief architect at NBC.
com; Nathan Belzer and sev
eral more.
Naturally, everything origi
nated from a love of technol
ogy and communicating.
"My grandfather gotme into
it, which may seem strange,"
Kelley said. "He was a big ra
dio guy back in the day -used
to build radios. He wasalways
so interested in communica
tion and technology."
Kelley is the interactive
strategy director at BFGCom
munications and the presi
Photo By Maggie Stone dent of Thinking Cap Inc., the
parent company of Geekend.
"I started at BFGa littleover
turnout with over more than four years ago," Kelley said. "I
700 people. Multiple guest was brought in to be part of
speakers and plenty of sub- the content department. Now
events insured its success.
here I am today in a job that
"Last year we had a great I don't think existed when I
turnout. This year we want was in college."
to make it bigger and better,"
Her genuine enthusiasm
Kelley said.
and optimism is an inspira
For us this means more tion for aspiring students
On the Town
speakers, more sponsors and looking to join the field.
On Thursday, Oct. 28, at 5:30
more things to do.
"There's something for ev
"It's kind ofa 'two heads are erybody at this conference," p.m., the Coastal Empire Fair
better than one' philosophy," Hodesh said.
opens at 4801 Meding St. off
Hodesh said. "More partners
W. 62nd St. Admission is free on
equals bigger and better."
Thursday night only. The fair will
Some of the speakers this
stay
open until Thursday, Nov. 7.
year include Noah Everett,

Patience rewards 'Fallout: New Vegas' fans
By Eric Roberts
Staff Reporter

On Friday, Oct. 29, Laura Meyer,
Brother Stephen and John Davey
will perform a free show at 8
p.m. at The Sentient Bean on
Park Avenue. Laura Meyer is a
New York-based folk-rock artist
and Brother Stephen and John
Davey are an Indiana-based indie
band.
On Saturday, Oct. 30, female
duo Ancient Warfare, comprised
of Neva Geoffrey and Echo, will
rock The Sentient Bean at 8 p.m.
The suggested donation for this
event is $5.
Also on Saturday, the Jinx on
Congress Street will host the
7th Annual Halloween Bash
with music by Gam and blood
wrestling, a Halloween take
on mud wrestling. The show
starts at 11p.m. Cover to be
announced.

Courtesy of Merrick Morton/MCT
"Fallout: New Vegas" returns with the fun ganieplay of "Fallout 3."

back in play, all you have to
do is pop in the game and
decide whether you want
to be the stalwart hero de
fending the denizens of t he
wasteland or an insidious
villain running around with
a fire-ax, de-limbing your
foes like they were your
personal little screaming
bonsai trees.
"Fallout: New Vegas" is a
pretty decent buy this sea
son, but if you want a con
sistently smooth game you
should wait a bit until the
repairing patches are made
available.

to overlook it, Bethesda re
be honest, after playing it, ally should've covered that ••••
4 out of 5 stars
I have to admire the load in production. Fortunately,
Developed by Obsidian
of work that went into the digital patches and updates
Entertainment
game - but it's painfully will be available for down
Published by Bethesda
apparent that the game was load very soon to fix these
Softworks
very rushed in production. problems.
Though beautiful in de
Available on PC/Win
All the fun gameplay of
sign and obviously intend "Fallout 3" returns in full dows, Playstation 3 and
ed to be a strong chapter force in this sequel. While Xbox 360
in a continuous apocalyp it has a good many new
Rated M for mature by
tic epic, the game suffers tricks up its sleeve for old the ESRB for blood and
heavily from glitches, fin fans, the gameplay is much gore, intense violence,
icky gameplay and an in more difficult and far more
sexual content, strong lan
sane amount of program unforgiving on harder dif
guage and use of drugs
ming bugs. The game will ficulties - which I easily
glitch on you when you consider a good thing. With
play, and while it's possible the Karma morality system

On Saturday, Oct. 30, at 9
p.m.,theWormholeon Bull
Street will host its First Annual
Masquerade Ball. The ball will
feature a costume contest, bellydancing performances, tarot
card readings, a raffle and music
by DJ Taylin. The cover for this
event is $5.
On Sunday, Oct. 31, at 11 a.m.
the Shalom Ya'll Jewish Food
Festival will take place at Forsyth
Park. Students should bring cash
to purchase food tickets on site.
Bill Averbach will be performing
live. Entertainment is free for this
event.

Kicking Back
Keith Richards of the Rolling
Stones released his new
book "Life" on Tuesday, Oct.
26. The 576-page hardcover
autobiography explores the life
of the famous singer, guitarist
and songwriter.
Also on Oct. 26, Glenn Beck
releases his book "Broke: The
Plan to Restore ourTrust, Truth
and Treasure/The nationally
syndicated radio and Fox News
television show host presents
his opinion on how to solve the
economic crisis in the United
States.
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Staff and students party at Celebrate AASU Day
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Photos courtesy of Hank Sharpe/AASU Marketing and Communications

CAREER] FROM PAGE 1
"You really need to have
a sense of confidence and a
passion for what they want
to do," Elder said. "Be will
ing to relocate. Go where
the opportunities are. Be
adventurous."
Students found that the
Career Fair was helpful
preparing them for getting
jobs after graduation.
Political science major
and senior Michael Key
said the Career Fair was a
good chance for him to ex
plore career opportunities
for when he graduates. Key
said that .there are some

ELECTIONS! FROM PAGE 1
gations into Deal's affairs
from his time in the U.S.
House of Representatives,
Barnes' victory is not cer
tain. As a former Georgia
governor, Barnes' reputa
tion has hurt him in the
polls.
Both of the major par

easy ways to look good to
employers.
"Be honest and offer
what you have. Ask ques
tions about the company.
Put yourself out there and
shoot for it," Key said.
Many seniors and alumni
attended in hopes of land
ing an interview, but there
were some freshmen in at
tendance as well. Fresh
men found the Career Fair
to be helpful to learn what
to do to get jobs after grad
uation.
"A lot of times as fresh
men we need experience in
our career field before we

graduate," said Tiara Alford, a freshman nursing
major.
Wilson said Career Ser
vices holds workshops for
students each semester be
fore the Career Fair, and
she encouraged students
to attend these workshops.
The workshops cover topics
ranging from what to wear
to creating a solid resume.
Wilson offered some ad
vice on speaking to em
ployers at career fairs.
"Practice what you're go
ing say. It can be intimi
dating. Being prepared will
help."

ty's candidates have done
a fair amount of damage
to one another over the
course of their campaigns.
Barnes' campaign has ac
cused Deal of corruption,
and Deal's campaign has
painted Barnes as an inef
fectual insider incapable of
altering the status quo.
Even after all of these

consideration,
student
Tammy Cole said that it
comes down to the reces
sion, jobs and the personal
choice that every informed
voter makes.
"I hear a lot of mudslinging on television and the
radio, and the voters are
just going to have to decide
for themselves what they
need," Cole said.

CRIME | FROM RAGE 1
report, the student heard
a knock at the door but
was unable to see anyone
through the peephole.
After another knock at the
door, the student still could
not see anyone through the
peephole, and when she
opened the door, someone
attempted to force the door
further open and gain entry
into her apartment.
The student said she was
able to close the door and
lock it without the suspect
gaining entry.
Johnson said the police
have followed up with the
student and that there were
no repeated attempts of
forced entry. He said police
are still investigating.
An Xbox 360 and three
controllers were reported
stolen from a common area
in Windward Commons
between Oct. 18 and Oct.
20, according to the police
report.
A student reported to
university police that the
rear passenger window of

her Honda Accord had been
broken while the vehicle
was parked across from
Building C at University
Terrace between 7 p.m.,
Oct. 18, and 10:30 a.m.,
Oct. 19. According to the
police report, » no thing
had been taken from the
vehicle.
A student reported her
key ring, which held her
apartment
key,
room
key, car key and mailbox
key, was taken from her
University Crossings room
Oct. 19. According to the
police report, the student
placed
some
personal
items on a table near her
front door and when she
•prepared to leave, she
noticed her keys were
gone. She searched the
area for the keys but was
unable to locate them, and
police still need to talk to
her three roommates. Lt.
Joseph Peny said the case
is still under investigation.

SGA | FROM PAGE 1
of blood from 90 people.
The next community service
date is Wise Hearts Initia
tive, Senior Citizens, Inc.
at the Ruth Byck Adult Day
Care Center, and will take
place on Oct. 26 and 28 at 4
p.m. Volunteers will meet in
the Student Union parking
lot both days at 3:15 p.m.
The third community
service day is the Adopt-ASchool Program at Gadsen
Elementary and will take
place on Wednesday, Oct. 27
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. SGA
members will participate in
a mentoring program with
students. The final sched
uled community service date
is the "Toy for Tots" cam
paign. SGA will be collecting
toys throughout November
and December to donate to
children throughout Savan
nah during the upcoming
holiday season. The SGA will
also be hosting a "Toys for
Tots Variety Show," which
will host singers, guitar
ists and other musicians on
Tuesday, Nov. 30, at 8 p.m.
in the Student Union Ball
room. Admission will be a
donated toy.

SAVE WITH YOUR AASU ID
McDonald's® Restaurant at Savannah Mai
is offering special discount to
AASU students, faculty and staff
when you show your AASU ID card.
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10% OFF OF BREAKFAST

EXTRA VALUE MEAL"

Do you take awesome photos?

NUMBERS 1-11

Wanna get paid for'em?

THE INKWELL

Whether it's crazy action shots at a Lady Pirates' basketbal
game or coverage of the latest AASU construction project, we
need excited, personable staff photographers."

10% OFF OF REGULAR MENU

EXTRA VALUE MEALNUMBERS 1-14
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To get paid for photos by The Inkwell, you must be staff on assignment. Unsolicited submissions are
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At partrapating McDonald's located
at 18100 Abercom Street
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